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Is a solar 

future 

inevitable?



The model: 

Energy-
Environment-
Economy 
interactions –
with technology



Quick facts 

about E3ME

 Econometric model: empirical basis

 The main dimensions are:

• 70 global regions, including all G20 and EU 
member states explicitly

• 43 economic sectors in each region, with 
additional detail in Europe

• a timeframe covering 1970-2060 on an 
annual basis

 It has four energy technology submodels
based on evolutionary economics

• FTT-Power

• FTT-Transport

• FTT-Heat

• FTT-Steel



Learning is a positive feedback

Deployment

Learning-
by-doing

Lower costs

More 
investment



Learning is a positive feedback



Recent data

Capacity factor (BNEF)

CAPEX (IEA)

OPEX (IEA)

Costs of capital (BNEF)

Project lifetime (BNEF)

Historical capacity (IRENA)



Baseline (no additional policy):

Solar takes 50% of power production



Baseline (no additional policy):

Solar takes 50% of power production



Baseline (no additional policy):

Zoom in on European countries



What barriers exist?

Total electricity 
demand is rising

•Scale-up problem 
may be worse in 
Global South

•Supply chain must 
be able to cope

Investment costs

•Skilled labour 
available?

•Competition over 
land?

•Finance 
available?

Who pays for 
storage?

•Model default: most 
costs are added to 
renewables

• Learning not yet 
implemented



Conclusion

 Even without further policies

 Solar will likely become the largest power source 

globally

 There may be several barriers

 Scale-up may put pressure on supply chains

 Investment in Global South may be too high

 Energy storage costs may become prohibitive



Barrier 1

 Total electricity 

demand

 India and Africa show a 

rapid increase



Barrier 2

 Investment in power 

infrastructure

 May be unrealistic for 

India / China

 India not receptive to 

direct foreign 

investments

 Hit inflation? Full 

capacity.

 What about

costs/availability of 

finance?



Extra slides



Break-even 

point COAL

 Note: underestimate storage 
price initially and potentially 
overestimate later, so true 

break-even point later



Model assumptions: 
where does learning 
take place?

 We assume only CAPEX:

 But: OPEX not negligible for 

wind energy



WACC per technology

 Globally, roughly the same

 Offshore is especially cheap.


